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BimmerLife is presented by Valentine Research.

The Anti-City Car

David Rose
As a society, we’ve talked a lot about cities this year. It’s been

too long since we’ve talked about city […]

READ MORE

COMMUNITY
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Win a $1,000 Amazon Gift Card
by entering our third special
drawing!
For every Dream Car Raffle ticket you

purchase between August 1 and Friday,

August 28, at 11:59 p.m. EDT, you'll […]

READ MORE

M2 CS Dyno Result Exceeds
Expectations
Whenever a new BMW engine is

announced, or a new version of an existing

one is added to the model […]

READ MORE

SPONSORED

15% OFF Phone Mounts for Your
BMW!
Rennline’s popular ExactFit Phone Mounts have a
unique magnetic design and sturdy metal
construction that makes them built to last, unlike
flimsy universal mounts. Easy to install, they attach
seamlessly to the interior of BMW E46, E90, F10,
F30, F32, F36, F80 and F82 models. Redeem 15%
OFF with code RENN15.

SHOP NOW

Clearance Sale! $6 Shirts While
Supplies Last!
We are clearing out numerous club

enthusiast and model-specific shirts to make

room for new designs that are coming in

soon! Right now, you can snag a shirt in our

clearance category for only $6, that’s right

$6, while supplies last!

SHOP NOW
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Auberlen Breaks The IMSA Win
Record As Turner M6 GT3 Wins
At VIR
Bill Auberlen broke the record for most wins

in IMSA when he and Robby Foley in the

#96 Turner Motorsport […]

READ MORE

Ode To The Ski Box
As I see it, some people are roof box

people, and others are not. Non-

enthusiasts might be surprised to find […]

READ MORE

Heavily Modified X6 M Drag
Races Tesla Model Y
Performance
As electric technology continues to reach

performance milestones that we never

before thought possible, many enthusiasts

have begun to question […]

READ MORE
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SPONSORED

Planning A Road Trip? Drive
Smarter.
Level up to MAX 3 and advance to the next stage in
smart driving with the next evolution in connected
driver alert systems. Be prepared and more
informed for anything on the road ahead with
premium range and advanced filtering.

SHOP NOW

BMW NEWS

M4 Prototype Previewed
Alongside New GT3 Race Car
The next generation of BMW M cars is

nearly upon us. It all starts next month,

when BMW says it […]

READ MORE

M3 Wagon Won’t Be Sold In U.S.
An M3 wagon is elusive. Some have built

they're own, but the vast majority of us are

left dreaming of […]

READ MORE
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RESTO & MOD
H A C K  M E C H A N I C :  R O B  S I E G E L

Preparing Hampton For The Block
I'm usually a pretty decisive guy regarding

cars. I sell one, I buy another. I rarely fret

over or second-guess […]

READ MORE

SPONSORED

Summer Is Here!
Summer is here and the winter tires are back in
storage! Now’s the time to get ready for those
balmy summer drives with some new ultra-soft
driving tees: use code BMWCCA20 for 20% off.
These tasteful, timeless shirts and hats are
produced from the highest quality materials by Heel
& Toe Apparel.

SHOP NOW

BMW CCA Garage Goals Winner:
John Hartka!
Congratulations to this week’s Garage Goals

winner, Blue Ridge Chapter member John

Hartka! Hartka has won $25 gift cards from

[…]

READ MORE

MOTORSPORT
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Auer Wins In DTM And
Turkington Leads BTCC Points
After Oulton Park
The highlight of a busy week for BMW in

Europe was the first 2020 win for the M4

DTM. Lucas […]

READ MORE

Günther Remains At BMW i
Andretti, Sims Moves To
Mahindra
Maximilian Günther will return to the BMW i

Andretti Motorsport Formula E team for the

2020–2021 season, while Alexander Sims

[…]

READ MORE
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